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Visit our website, www.trophyroombooks.com now updated to include images of all books, searchable by author, title, keyword and even price range. More books, faster scrolling, easy ordering. We are North America's oldest and largest dealer in out of print big game hunting books…now with a great website. EVERY title offered on this printed list is pictured on our website. See page 9 for changes to shipping policy.

1. NEW - From Wayne Grant (author of Into the Thorns) comes his new book DRUMS OF THE MORNING. 2021 S Africa 589 pages, hundreds of color ill and line drawings. Wayne has managed once again to take us with him and his clients on exciting hunts, this time matching wits with the wild, free-roaming full maned lion. Wayne's name has always been associated with hunting big cats, and DRUMS OF THE MORNING certainly makes it clear that his accolades are well deserved. Large format, thick, heavy book. Extra postage required. See page 13 for longer description. $130.00


4. Anderson, Robert GREAT RAMS III 2012 MT by the Boone & Crockett Club. 308 pp, ill. Large, oblong folio. Limited to 2,000 copies, signed by the author and numbered. More chronicles of (North American) sheep hunting and legendary sheep hunters. Enough big rams to make anyone jealous and/or book a hunt immediately. The entire Anderson series is very popular. As new in like dust jacket. Very heavy - extra postage. $150.00

a. another copy, the DELUXE edition of only 50 copies, numbered, signed by the author and four representatives of the B&C Club. Bound in half leather over marbled boards and in a custom slipcase. As new in like slipcase. The book, when issued in 2012 was almost that much. $400.00

5. Alaska Prof Hunters Assn HUNTING THE LAND OF THE MIDNIGHT SUN 2002 CA 293 pp, ill. Ltd to 1,000 numbered, signed copies. Hunting stories by members of the Alaska Prof Hunters Assn. The southwest, Arctic, interior, southern & mixed region hunting for all of Alaska's great game. As new in like slipcase. $125.00

6. Baldwin, W.C. AFRICAN HUNTING AND ADVENTURE from Natal to the Zambesi, including Lake Ngami, the Kalahari Desert etc. from 1852 to 1860. 1894 London 3rd (best) ed. Chromolithograph plates with tissue guards. 428 pp. Ill by Wolf & Zwicker. Lovely edition of this hunting classic. Folding map. Has the beautiful plate of African lions roaring at night. An early and sought after work on hunting elephant, buffalo, lion. Considered "one of the best books describing early African game hunting, and a necessary volume in the African sporting library." Orig brown cloth with large gilt stamped lion head on front cover. Very near fine to fine. $1,250.00

a. another copy, near fine in orig. cloth. $1,000.00


a. another copy, near fine in fine dj. $110.00

8. Batten, J. THE BEST OF SHEEP HUNTING 1980 NJ 2 vol: 596 pp. Ill. Batten's first and perhaps greatest book in the scarce limited edition. Only 1,000 signed numbered copies were issued. The book sold out almost as soon as it came out. This is truly the best of sheep hunting. Now hard to find in nice shape. Fine set in like slipcase. $500.00

9. Bell, W.D.M. KARAMOJO SAFARI 1949 NY 298 pp. Profuse ill. Map endpapers. 1st Amer ed. There will never be another man who did and saw the things Bell did. Elephant hunting galore. VG+ to near fine in like dj. $250.00

a. another copy, same ed. Almost vg+ in vg dj. $200.00

10. Bennett, E. SHOTS AND SNAPSHOTS IN BRITISH EAST AFRICA 1914 London 312 pp. 51 ill. 2 Pull out maps in rear pocket. Bibliography. One year safari for a host of big game with photos of all trophies bagged. Mostly along the Tana River, Mt Kenya and Lake Victoria areas. Much on elephants, buffalo & lion. Really good reading, scarce, not often found complete. VG+ to near fine in orig. gilt cloth, slight foxing edges of text block. $950.00

a. another copy, near fine in orig. cloth. $1,000.00

12. Boddington, C.  SEARCH FOR THE SPIRAL HORN  2002 CA 357 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,250 numbered/signed/boxed copies. Hunting for bushbuck, greater & lesser kudu, nyala, sitatunga, eland, nyala, mountain nyala and bongo. Great stories from a lifetime pursuing these glamorous game animals. Bound in blue gilt cloth, beveled edges. This copy is as new in a red cloth (original) folding box the lid of which is held in place by velcro. A very interesting binding and presentation.  $ 500.00

13. Boddington, C.  ELEPHANT! 338 pp. Ill. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. The renaissance of hunting the African Elephant. From the end of the game to a new beginning. Judging ivory, shots & shot placement, elephant country and elephant hunting today. For anyone considering hunting the African elephant today, this is a great book to read. Like new in orig. slipcase.  $ 175.00

14. Boddington, C.  TRACKS ACROSS AFRICA  Another Ten Years 2008 CA LIMITED ED of 1,000 copies, signed, numbered, slipcased. 325 pp, ill in b/w & color. Ten more years and many more great hunts and trophies from this popular author. As new in like slipcase.  $ 125.00

15. Boddington, C.  BUFFALO! 2006 CA the FIRST, signed numbered ltd slipcased edition, 1,000 copies. Sold out prior to publication. The best of Boddington on Africa's Cape buffalo. 248 pp, profuse color ill. As new in like slipcase.  $ 300.00


17. Boddington, C.  WHERE LIONS ROAR  1997 CA 349 pp. Ill. Ten more years of African big game hunting with the popular magazine columnist. The signed limited first edition (only 1,000 copies) that sold out in record time. Hunting for great and glamorous game all over Africa. As new in like slipcase.  $ 300.00

18. Boddington, C.  SAFARI RIFLES 1990 CA 431 pp Profuse ill. ONLY 500 signed/numbered/slipcased copies. Doubles, magazine rifles and cartridges for African hunting. One of the most sought after and respected of Boddington's works and with ONLY 500 signed & numbered copies, one of his most limited editions. Book fine in vg+ slipcase.  $ 250.00


20. Botev, N, et al  CATALOGUE OF HUNTING TROPHIES at the World Exhibition of Hunting. 1981 Sofia. 3 soft covered volumes: 336 pp, ill; 383 pp, ill; and 108 pp. ill. Lists every game animal exhibited and gives measurement for what then were the best specimens. The three volumes represent all that were published. VG-vg+ condition. It is rare to see all three volumes offered as a set.  $ 125.00

21. Boyes, J.  THE COMPANY OF ADVENTURERS  1928 E Africa 318 pp. Ill. Boyes was one of the men most admired by Theodore Roosevelt. He had more thrilling adventures in the African wilds in real life than most men have in fiction. Tremendous accounts of hunting with especially good comments on the life of an elephant hunter...by a man who should know. He hunted big tuskers in the legendary Lado Enclave area and for lions and buffalo (as well as more elephant) with W N McMillan and OWL Bulpett. Consistently sought after and RECOMMENDED. VG+.  $ 1,600.00

22. Brooks, J.M.  SIATWINDA Fifty years of hunting problem crocodile, buffalo and elephant in the Zambesi Valley of Zambia. 2009 Safari Press Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 278 pp. ill. Lots of hunting for these popular game animals. Uncommon title in spite of recent printing. Fine in like slipcase.  $ 175.00

23. Brooks, V.  SCREED OF A SAFARI SCRIBE  1947 TN Privately printed for the wife of Weatherby Award winner BERRY BROOKS. 84 pp. Ill. Large format. 8.5 x 11 in. Orig. printed soft covers. The story of one of Brooks' early African hunts for the big five and general plains game. He hunted with Donald Ker and met Sid Downey. Later on in the safari, in Kenya's Northern Frontier District, they hunted with Frank Bowman. RARE. VG+. Inscribed. Laid inside are five envelopes with cards showing Berry and/or Virginia on their travels. Super item for the collector.  $ 975.00

24. Brown, Monty  Richard John Cuninghame 1871-1925. 2004 London 398 pp, ill. Naturalist, hunter, gentleman. A man of high standing in the ranks of big game hunting at the turn of the last century. He was associated with every major safari and knew every major hunter. Roosevelt held him in high esteem (he was the leader of TR's expedition) as well as for many other notables. Perhaps because he himself wrote little, and because there never was a biography, he was not known until now. Monty Brown's thorough biography is a welcome addition to any hunting collection. Ltd to 1,000 numbered copies. NEW. Large format -Special Postage.  $ 225.00

25. Buckley, W.  BIG GAME HUNTING IN CENTRAL AFRICA  Capstick reprint of 1930 London First ed. 268 pp, ill. As an ivory hunter, Buckley deals mainly with elephants in Central Africa and tells of other dangerous game animals. His stories are spiced with variety. One contemporary said, "He breathes the spirit of adventure." Fine in jacket.  $ 50.00


27. Bull, B.  THE WHITE RHINO HOTEL 1992 NY FIRST ED. 404 pp. From the author of Safari, A Chronicle of Adventure comes Bull's first novel—an immediate sellout. As sought after as any Wilbur Smith first edition. Really great African reading. This copy mint, as new, in like dj AND laid inside (protected by plastic) is the publisher's presentation for review copy along with a flyer describing the book. A fantastic copy.  $ 350.00

29. Burke, W. THE INDIAN FIELD SHIKAR BOOK 1904 Second Impression. Calcutta 331 pp + big game register in rear. Covers all the game of the Indian mountains and plains with records of trophies taken. Most of these records are not in Rowland Ward so this is a nice reference work to have in addition. Also the game register is clean, not filled in. A very early printing of this rather long running field book. Small oblong volume, front hinge weak. VG. $ 100.00

30. Burton, R.G. A BOOK OF MAN-EATERS 1985 India reprint of 1932 London edition. 293 pp. Ill. Great stories about man-eating lions, tigers, leopards, jaguar, puma, crocodiles and bears. One of the scarcer titles about real man-eaters. Includes his own accounts plus some from other hunters who had exciting hunts. VG+ in like dj. These earlier Indian reprint editions are MUCH nicer than the recent ones. $ 125.00


32. Caldwell, E. THE ART OF EDMUND CALDWELL VOL TWO 1982 Zimbabwe at the Frank Read Press. Imperial Folio #150. Only 250 copies. 215 pp. showing 44 of the most splendid African wildlife paintings. Caldwell ranks with Baines in terms of worldwide recognition and in fact is rarer than Baines. His works bring as much or more money than Kuhnert! This book (part one was the art in Jock) was an immediate sellout as all copies were presubscribed! And that was when the Zim dollar was worth a lot more. An entirely handmade book produced by a combination of photolithography and hand lithography on special paper and leather spine over thick hand cloth covered boards. A splendid production. Near fine. Large format—extra postage. $ 1,800.00

33. Capstick, Peter SIX of his books: Death in a Lonely Land 1st ed fine in dj; Death in the Dark Continent 1st ed, 6th prtg fine in dj; The African Adventurers 1st ed 4th prtg fine in dj; Peter Capstick's Africa 1st edition fine in dj; Sands of Silence 1st ed fine in dj; and Death in the Silent Places 1st ed, 2nd prtg, fine in vg dj. Lots of exciting reading here. Extra postage will apply. $ 200.00

34. Capstick, Peter LAST HORIZONS 1988 MS. Signed, numbered limited edition of this popular work. 277 pp, ill. All edges gilt. One of Capstick's later works. Fine. $ 110.00


38. Cobbold, R. INNERMOST ASIA: A RECORD OF SPORT IN THE PAMIRS 1900 London FIRST ed. 354 pp. Profuse ill. Very large folding map in rear. Cobbold was the first sport hunter to actively hunt the Pamirs and took the first photo of a live ovis poli sheep. A very important work for the sheep hunter. One of the few good books with much on Marco Polo sheep. Orig. cloth. Very scarce. Near fine (lightly faded spine). Gilt Marco Polo head and horns on the front is crisp. Nice first editions are hard to come by. $ 2,600.00


41. Courtney, R. CLAWS OF AFRICA Trophy Room Books/Rowland Ward Ltd ed reprint (only 775 copies) of scarce first ed. 272 pp. Ill. Experiences of the noted PH in the Northern Frontier District where Kenya, Uganda, Sudan & Abyssinia (Ethiopia) meet. Hunting the big five + whatever else came into sight. Remarkable adventures of a white hunter. Where excitement promised, Courtney went, knowing full well the risks involved and penalties of failure. Long out of print. Bookplate of noted international hunter collector. Fine in like dj. $ 150.00

42. Cranworth, L. KENYA CHRONICLES 1939 London First 368 pp. Ill. Kenya history & sporting memories. Author was both a noted public official and avid big game hunter. Much on the war in German and British East Africa as well as sporting memories. VG+ to near fine in orig. cloth. $ 600.00

43. Davison, C.S. SELLING THE BEAR'S HIDE AND OTHER TALES Richmond Hill NY 1902 Nassau Press. 131 pp. A scarce book of outdoor stories containing one story on bear hunting, one on fishing, and other outdoor tales. VG+. $ 200.00
44. Denker, KU. ALONG THE HUNTER'S PATH. Thoughts and Experiences of a Professional Hunter. 2006 Namibia 506 pp, profuse color ill. Denker, one of Africa's most respected active PHs, was born in Namibia and grew up hunting—both for himself in Namibia, Mozambique, Cameroon and Tanzania and with clients. Denker was the first hunter allowed into East-Kavango (Bushmanland) in 1993 and through his pioneering efforts, that relatively unknown part of Africa—in the middle of nowhere—yielded some great hunting trophies. Denker has hunted for all members of the big five, plus bongo, greater & lesser kudu etc. The middle part of this book is entirely on hunting elephant. The book was written in an attempt "to evoke an understanding for an ancient instinct..." Whether you are a hunter or book collector, or both—and especially if you are both - ALONG THE HUNTER'S PATH should be required reading. $ 140.00

45. Harris, W.C. THE WILD SPORTS OF SOUTHERN AFRICA. 1841 London 3rd ed (the first to contain the full complement of hand colored plates AND two extra chapters). 359 pp. Ill. Considered the first, and a cornerstone title, essential in any African sporting library. The first big game hunting book ever written, credited with popularizing big game hunting in Africa throughout the world. As good to read today as it was over 165 years ago. The 3rd & 4th editions are most sought after because of the colored plates. Elegantly bound in half leather, gilt rules, raised spine bands, gilt rules in bands, colored gilt spine title/author labels. VG+ to near fine. Internally FINE and free of any foxing on plates. $ 2,000.00


47. Dinesen, I. OUT OF AFRICA 1965 NY Barnes & Noble 399 pp, all edges gilt. A handsome full gilt leatherbound reprint with raised spine bands, etc. A perennially popular book and this is a good value, handsome reprint edition. As new. $ 124.00

48. Dyer, Tony MEN FOR ALL SEASONS. 1995 CA the signed limited edition that sold out in one year! Large format. Over 400 pages with an amazing 375 photos. Great men who created and expanded the big game hunting industry in East Africa. Near fine in like dj and with an extra inscription from Dyer on front free end paper. Large format—extra postage. $ 400.00

49. Findlay, F. BIG GAME SHOOTING AND TRAVEL IN SOUTH-EAST AFRICA. 1990 SC reprint of orig. ed. 313 pp. Ill. Briar Patch Press. New intro. by Jim Casada. Fine reprint of a scarce and deserved classic. Ranks with Selous' Travel and Adventure in South East Africa as one of the best hunting titles on this game rich area. As new. $ 100.00

50. Folsom, Henry T. RENDEZVOUS IN THE BUSH. 1999 CA Ltd to 1,000 signed numbered copies. This is both the story of one man's incredible hunting career, going numerous times to Tanzania, Kenya, Botswana, Zambia and South Africa. He learned that the unexpected can happen at any moment and that big game always tests the hunter's patience. For years Hank served as the head of H&G Folsom Arms and later entered the Ministry, but continued to hunt throughout his life as he was always looking forward to one more "rendezvous in the bush." David Ommanney was his PH on five safaris. As new in like dj. $ 85.00


52. Gates, E. TROPHY HUNTER IN ASIA. 1971 NY 1st ed 272 pp. First ed, second printing. Ill. All the Asian sheep and challenge of hunting on the roof of the world. Gates did more to popularize this hunting area than anyone else. A Weatherby award winner and a great writer. Fine in vg+ dj. $ 125.00

a. another copy, 1st ed, 2nd prtg, also fine in vg dj AND signed by Gates. $ 145.00

53. Gilchrist, Duncan MONTANA LAND OF GIANT RAMS. Volume II. 1992 MT. # ed. of 500 copies signed by the author. 206 pp. Ill. More giant rams in the follow up volume to the wildly successful volume 1. Former owner's bookplate on front free endpaper. All of Gilchrist's books are popular. Fine in like dj. $ 150.00

54. Hallamore, Lou IN THE SALT. 1999 CA 217 pp.. 150 b/w ill plus 26 full color ill showing pay lines for shooting. Anyone who has hunted in Africa knows Lou Hallamore by his great reputation. Lou has spent more time in leopard blinds than most men spend in movie theatres. The book is about people, animals, big game hunting, being outwitted and outmaneuvered and knowing that sooner or later your luck will change and that trophy will be "in the salt." For 27 of Africa's top game animals, he talks about weapons, location, size judgment, shot placement, and such sensitive issues as "backup by the pro." He also talks about the way things really are in today's game fields. Everything is backed up with hunting stories and anecdotes. From the reviews: In the Salt is an excellent book that every serious big game hunter should acquire. Easy to read, informative, and well written account of the life and times of one of Zimbabwe's most prominent professional hunters, artfully combining anecdotes and observations with practical advice for hunters and professionals. Relevant and lively. A thoroughly enjoyable book about the hunter and the hunted ... with something for those going for the first time and everyone who's been there before. The wealth of first-hand experience makes this a must for any serious hunter's library. The book is now sold out. Availability is limited. This copy as new in like dj. $ 125.00

55. Hartley, L. HUNTERS HEARTBEAT. 1985 NJ 18th in the African Hunting Heritage series. Chronicles two generations of a professional hunting family in East Africa. 241 pp. Illustrations from the author's great personal collection. Ltd to 1,000 signed numbered slipcased copies. Fine like slipcase. $ 175.00
57. Henley, T.  ROUND THE CAMPFIRE  1989 NJ 25th in the NSF African Hunting Heritage Collection. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. Henley and Harry Selby (Ruark's guide) are two of the longest practicing African professional hunters. Recounts the best of Henley's experiences hunting African big game throughout his career. Fine in fine slipcase. $ 200.00

58. Herne, B.  DESERT SAFARIS  1984 Natl Sporting Fraternity. 164 pp. Ill. Foreword by Rudolph Sand. 12th in the African Hunting Heritage series. Hunting around Lake Rudolph and the desert areas. Herne's 3rd book. As good as, or even better than his others which were enormously popular. Only 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. Fine in like slipcase. $ 175.00

59. Herne, B.  UGANDA SAFARIS  1979 NY Second ed. By Winchester Press. 236 pp. Ill. Foreword by TONY DYER. Chronicles a professional hunter's adventures in Africa. Orig. publ. by the National Sporting Fraternity in a ltd ed., this is the popular trade ed. Near fine in like dj. $ 100.00

60. Holman, D.  INSIDE SAFARI HUNTING  1969 US 1st Amer ed. 296 pp. Ill. Bibliography. Excitement and dangers of safari hunting as seen by professional hunter Eric Rundgren. Hard to get in spite of recent printing. Interesting comments on recent, well-known professional hunters like Harry Selby. VG+ in like dj. $ 175.00


62. Hook, H.  HOME FROM THE HILL 1987 NY 1st US Ed. Adventures in distant lands including hunting big game in Kashmir & pig and other game throughout India when he was stationed there. Then he went as a naturalist to northern and southern Sudan. After that he settled in Kenya, first as a hunter escorting people to Treetops and later as founder of a safari company. He became an authority on Kenya's wildlife. A very interesting autobiography. Fine, almost as new, in like dj. $ 50.00


64. Howard, J.  THE HUNTING TIME Adventures in Pursuit of North American Big Game, a Forty-Year Chronicle. 2002 WI 536 pp. Ill. w/line drawings. Deer, sheep, moose, and more in the western US, Alaska, and Canada. From the first beginnings as a deer hunter to later hunts for Boone & Crockett class trophies, Howard hunts hard for a host of North American Big Game. As new in like dj. $ 60.00

65. Hurt, Robin  HUNTING THE BIG FIVE 2000 CA Imperial Folio 135 pp. Ill. Stories about hunting dangerous animals. Limited to ONLY 376 numbered copies, signed by Robin Hurt and James Robinson, illustrator. Stories of hunting Africa's dangerous game. Robin Hurt is a legend in the African big game hunting world and this book is a lovely production. Fine in original half leather binding in fine gilt stamped slipcase. This book almost never comes up for resale. $ 2,250.00

66. Hurt, Robin  A HUNTER'S HUNTER 2019 Namibia 512 pp, profuse ill. Mostly in color. Extra large format. This is the LIMITED EDITION of 550 copies, signed, numbered by the author. Dust jacket. Robin Hurt started hunting at a very young age and was granted a Kenya Professional Hunting license when he was only 18 years old. He went on to garner a reputation as A Hunter's Hunter (quote from Tony Dyer) taking clients to Kenya, Tanzania, Zaire, Sudan and Zambia—to wherever big trophies were to be found. The limited editions were basically sold out before the book came out and very few come up on the resale market. This limited edition is sure to be a future classic. Very large, very heavy, Substantial extra postage, especially for non US purchasers. $ 500.00


68. King, W.  THE SPORTSMAN AND NATURALIST IN CANADA 1866 London 334 pp, ill with colored plates and woodcuts. The natural history of game, game birds and fish of Canada. Mainly on birds/smaller game but good section on moose. VG only: bound in now worn half leather, marbled boards all edges marbled. A few colored plates show water stains, albeit only on the edge and not in the images. Priced substantially below what a fine copy would cost, if or when it is available. Good rebinding candidate, or framing some of the lovely colored plates. $ 150.00

69. King, G.  AFRICAN GAME TROPHIES 1924-1926. 1939 Winona MN 1st ed, 4th prtg. Privately printed for the author. 35 pp. Profuse ill. Orig. printed wraps. 9.5 x 6 in. Two trips made by Mr & Mrs King to Kenya and Tanganyika for dangerous & plains game. Mrs. King also wrote a book about this trip. An excellent booklet. Scarce, only a handful of copies done in any ed. Better than VG+. $ 175.00

70. Kingsley-Heath, John  HUNTING THE DANGEROUS GAME OF AFRICA 1998 CO 477 pp, profuse ill. Great dangerous game stories by a veteran hunter and able story teller. The big five + hippo and something on rifles as well. One of the most exciting and popular books of the last 28 years. Fine in fine dj. John died in June of 2011 and since that time the book has been much in demand. One of the best books you will ever read. Large format — Special postage. $ 400.00

b. another, also Deluxe edition, book fine, orig, slipcase a few tiny speckles near rear. $ 600.00
71. Klineburger, C._GAMEMASTERS OF THE WORLD_A Chronicle of Sport Hunting and Conservation. 772 pp, profuse color ill. Autobiography of the pioneer of Asian hunting and conservation. The name Klineburger is a synonym for exotic international big game hunting. After hunting in North & South America, he opened Africa the hard way-being one of the first in Sudan, CAR and more, and expanding hunting throughout the Dark Continent. Then he turned to Asia — opening up hunting in Mongolia, Kamchatka, Tajikistan and more. He always wanted to discover what was on the other side of the mountain and the lure of faraway big game hunting destinations. A blockbuster book. Large format — special postage. $ 50.00

72. Linker, H. THREE TICKETS TO TIMBUKTU_The Global Adventures of America's most famous travelling family. 1966 NY 307 pp. Ill. For 10 seasons on US tv, their episodes were records. The visited 115 countries including Mozambique, Ethiopia and the Amazon. Not hunting but interesting travelogues. Book near fine, jacket vg only with chips including what would have been the S in tickets. Priced accordingly. $ 40.00

73. Lyell, D. THE HUNTING AND SPOOR OF CENTRAL AFRICAN GAME_1929 London 1st ed, 2nd prtg. 334 pp. Ill. Sought after hunting title. Incl. tracking elephant, rhino, hippo, lechwe, buffalo, sable, kudu, waterbuck, nyala. Lyell is a most collectible author. VG to near fine in orig. gilt cloth and with a copy of a most interesting handwritten letter from Lyell. $ 1,350.00


75. Manning, I. WITH A GUN IN GOOD COUNTRY_1995 CA 295 pp, 125 ill. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Through a dazzling series of stories the magic of Africa comes alive. Manning was a game cropping ranger, wildlife biologist and long time professional hunter. He hunted throughout Zambia (in fact this is one the best fairly current titles on Zambia), Zimbabwe, Congo, Botswana, & S Africa. After reading these hunting stories you will know why everyone who hunts Africa once wants to return again. Fine in like dj. INSCRIBED BY THE AUTHOR. $ 165.00

76. McCallum, Alex_MY AFRICA_A Professional Hunter's Journey of Discovery. 2003 CA Trophy Room Books. Signed numbered ltd ed. 1,000 copies. Foreword by Pat Cottar. 232 pp, almost 200 b/w ill. The McCallums have been a thread through the professional safari hunting in Africa for almost 75 years. Alec was a PH who held licenses in Kenya, Tanzania, Central African Republic, Sudan and Zambia. He talks about the safari men who constantly faced danger and loved it, of being governed in the early days only by a love of personal freedom and playing by rules which were never written down. No one has told this story of changing Africa quite like Alec McCallum. The 200 photos take us on a panoramic journey through the African big game hunting community that fewer and fewer individuals are able to tell. As new. $ 125.00


79. Mecklenburg, F.A. FROM THE CONGO TO THE NIGER AND THE NILE_1913 London FIRST ED two vol. 241 & 285 pp ill. Folding map. An account of the German Central African expedition of 1910-1911. Col frontis and many other plates incl some colored as well. Exploring the country bordering the Congo and Utangi Rivers, between Lakes Victoria and Kivu, the basins of the Gubingi and Shari Rivers and Lake Chad regions. Also extensive travel through the Cameroons and Nigeria as well as part of the Sudan. Much on elephant hunting throughout plus buffalo, rhinoceros and other game. Excellent reading. Slight foxing on front edge of text block but otherwise a really near fine to fine set in orig. cloth. Spine sharp and crisp with No wear, corners sharp. Looks like it has never been read. $ 2,000.00

80. Medem, R. PERSIA: SAFARI ON THE SUMMITS_1987 CA 200 pp, ill. Limited to 1,000 numbered copies signed by the publisher. Covers two very long safaris in Iran for every type of mountain game found in the country. This Weatherby Award winner was a noted sheep hunter. His stories are very interesting. Fine in like dj. $ 200.00

81. Meissner, H.O. ONE MAN SAFARI_1963 NY 188 pp. Ill. Meissner was a prolific purveyor of elephant meat and big tusks. A dazzling series of stories the magic of Africa comes alive. Manning was a game cropping ranger, wildlife biologist and long time professional hunter. He hunted throughout Zambia (in fact this is one the best fairly current titles on Zambia), Zimbabwe, Congo, Botswana, & S Africa. After reading these hunting stories you will know why everyone who hunts Africa once wants to return again. Fine in like dj. $ 125.00

82. Morden, F. FROM THE NOTEBOOK OF FLORENCE H MORDEN_1940 NY Privately printed for William Morden (author of Across Asia's Snows and Deserts), for distribution to his friends. 95 pp. Ill. Large format. 3 Himalayan trips and 1 African trip. Number 177 of an unspecified limited number of copies. Rarely seen for sale. VG+ in orig blue cloth/white vellum spine. Spine slightly soiled and one tiny, tiny nick in vellum. $ 600.00

83. Morden, W. ACROSS ASIA’S SNOWS AND DESERTS_1927 NY First ed. 413 pp. Photo end papers. Ill. Intro. By Roy Chapman Andrews. The Central Asiatic Expedition to Mongolia. Extensive sheep hunting for Altai Argali & Darwini plus ibex & ovis poli. Laid inside front cover is a postcard announcement saying that William Morden will personally conduct a tour of Asia's snows and deserts in the University Club. Near fine. $ 325.00

84. Morse, I. THE STORY OF OUR ELEPHANT HUNT nd ca 1950 From the founder of the Morse Museum in Warren NH comes the story of his elephant hunt in Kenya with noted hunter Leslie Tarlton. Privately printed for the author. 24 pp. Orig. printed soft covers. 8.75 x 6 in. Scarce. Better than VG+. $ 125.00

86. O'Connor, J.  HUNTING IN THE ROCKIES 1947 NY 297 pp, ill. FIRST edition. Covers all the big game of the Rocky Mountains. One of O'Connor's most desired and hardest to locate titles. Former owner's printed bookplate inside front cover. Near fine in vg+ dj. $ 325.00


89. Patterson, F.  AFRICAN ADVENTURES 1928 NY 83 pp, Ill. Big game hunting in East Africa with professional hunter Denys Finch Hatton (Isak Dinesen's lover). Just about the only book we know of which describes some of Finch Hatton's hunting adventures. Fine in VG+ dj. $ 75.00

90. Patterson, J.H.  IN THE GRIP OF THE NYIKA 1910 London 1st ed, 3rd prtg. 389 pp, ill. From the author of Man-eaters of Tsavo it is again back to Tsavo for more big game hunting adventures with man-eating lions and other game. Great reading. A really nice, fine copy in orig. pictorial cloth. $ 300.00


92. Percival, A. Blayney  A GAME RANGER’S NOTEBOOK and A GAME RANGER ON SAFARI 1985 NJ Limited ed. (1,000 copies) reprint by the National Sporting Fraternity. Two volumes. Hundreds of pages of great reading. Highly recommended. A beautiful 2 volume set. One of the most desirable Amwell African items. Fine set in like slipcase. Large format—extra postage. $ 350.00

93. Quimby, B.  ROYAL QUEST The Hunting Saga of HRH Prince Abdorreza Pahlavi of Iran. 2004 CA Ltd ed, only 500 copies signed by both Quimby and Abdorreza. 324 pp. Ill. Hunting as only a modern royal could have done, armed with enthusiasm and unlimited funds. Great trophies, good photos. Fine in like fine orig. slipcase. Large format — Special postage. a. another copy, near fine, $ 475.00


95. Rikhoff, J.  HUNTING THE AFRICAN LION 1989 NJ 558 pp. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. 26th book in the African hunting heritage series and third in the big five series. Excerpts from the best writings of the past 150 years on the African lion and its hunters throughout the years. This book sold out as quickly as Buffalo and Elephant. Near fine in fine orig. slipcase. Two small lines (5 words) written on last note page otherwise book would be as new. Good value. $ 375.00

96. Rikhoff, Jim  HUNTING AFRICA: KENYA 1992 NJ National Sporting Fraternity 636 pp. Ill. by Guy Coheleach. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered, slipcased copies. From the pioneers through the wars and until it closed in 1977, Kenya was the greatest place for the great big game of Africa, especially elephants, buffalo and lion. An anthology of some of the best writing on the subject. Fine in vg+ slipcase. $ 225.00

97. Romero, P.B.  MY ADVENTURES WITH TIGERS AND LIONS nd ca 1950's. Foreword by Weatherby Award winner Julio Estrada. 234 pp. Ill. Hunting lions in Tanzania and tigers in India. Limited to 1,000 copies. Scarce title from the author of Mexico and Africa from the Sights of My Rifle. Near fine in like dj. Most of the book is about hunting in Africa. INSCRIBED by author to Leo Roethe, former owner of Weatherby Firearms and himself a hunter/author of Leo the Lion. Tremendous association. $ 300.00

98. Roosevelt, T.R.  AFRICAN GAME TRAILS FIRST edition. 1910 One of the consistently most popular, widely read and respected African big game hunting books. 529 pp, ill., top edge gilt. Lovely near fine copy to fine in orig. brown gilt pictorial cloth. Small (tiny) former owner signature on front free end paper otherwise it would be a FINE copy. One of the nicest copies we have seen in the last half dozen years. $ 800.00

99. Roosevelt, T.  THE OUTDOOR PASTIMES OF AN AMERICAN HUNTER 1905 NY FIRST ed. 409 pp. Ill. Top edge gilt. Cougar with hounds, Colorado bear, mountain sheep, whitetail deer, elk, & a section on big game hunting books. Crisp, clean copy in original cloth with gold cougar head on front cover. Fine. $ 650.00

100. Safari Club of Los Angeles (Charter Chapter) Member Profiles 1971. The original SCI chapter. Small 3-ring binder with profiles of many of the famous members who started this club. Incl. McElroy, Gates, Pries, Oldfield, Carlsberg and many more. Gilt bright on front cover. Full gilt stamped leather binder remains in fine condition and contents are also fine. A really unique item for any SCI collector. $ 350.00
101. Sanchez, T. HUNTING IN ZIMBABWE signed limited numbered slipcased edition of 1,000 copies. Second in the country hunting series. Very much in demand. As new in like slipcase. Large format — Special postage. $ 900.00


103. Sanchez-Arino, Tony HUNTING IN ETHIOPIA 1995 CA 479 pp, ill. bibliography. Limited to 1,000 signed, numbered slipcased copies. Large format. Part of the African Country Hunting Series. Stories from the best hunting books on Ethiopia hunting. Lovely inscription from Sanchez to a noted longtime hunter on title page. Book as new in like slipcase. Large format, heavy-special postage. $ 275.00


105. Selous, F.C. RECENT HUNTING TRIPS IN BRITISH NORTH AMERICA 1987 Premier Press reprint of 1907 London FIRST EDITION. Selous classic on hunting sheep, other mountain game and bears in Alaska and British Columbia. 400 pp. ill. Selous hunted with Charles Sheldon. As new. $ 125.00

106. Selous, F.C. TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE IN SOUTH EAST AFRICA 1893 London Rowland Ward first edition. 503 pp, ill, folding map. The last 11 years spent by the author on the Zambesi and its tributaries. Selous' longest and best work. Incl. his final hunting years with memories and stories from earlier days. This is the desirable Rowland Ward published edition in original cloth with two gilt lions on cover and gilt native on spine. This is a heavy, thick book, and very near fine, thus and rare in this condition. A beautiful copy. $ 2,500.00


109. Smith, E. KLU-E-LAI Log British Columbia Trip Canada August 18 to Sept 10, 1950. nd circa 1951 Privately printed for the author. 81 singled sided printed pages, ill. Five hunters go to the Wrangell Mountain area of Brit. Columbia with a local indian guide for Dall Sheep, goat, grizzly bear, and more. Hunting in the wild areas of BC near the Yukon. A very rare privately printed hunting book. This is only the first time we have listed it. The original spiral binding, heavy cover split in half. Otherwise nice. Author presentation, inscribed copy. $ 375.00

NOTE: This is the first time we have ever listed any copy of this book. This copy comes from a special collection. And other than the copy in our own collection, we know of only one other copies in collector hands.

110. Snyder, H. SNYDER'S BOOK OF BIG GAME HUNTING 1950 NY 302 pp. Ill. N. America for elk, moose, sheep, bear and goats. In Africa with guides JA HUNTER and SID DOWNEY for, among other things, a world record elephant. Snyder was America's first Middle East Expert (1945) and the man who suggested that President Roosevelt give Ibn Saud a DC3 as a gift when he visited the Middle East. A sharp guy, a good hunter, and a great reading book. LIMITED ED: only 99 copies of which only 93 were for sale. Bound in half leather. Book as new. Original slipcase (rare to see this with the book) shows some wear and split but the original label is complete and fine. Great item for any collector. $ 900.00

111. Stigand, C.H. HUNTING THE ELEPHANT IN AFRICA Capstick reprint series. One of the classic elephant hunting titles. Fine in vg+ dj. $ 65.00


a. another copy, near fine also vg dj $ 1,000.00

b. another, no jacket, near fine. $ 600.00


a. another copy, vg+ in red cloth. $ 250.00

115. Tsukamoto, G. HUNTING THE DESERT RAM 1983 Pamphlet printed for Nevada Dept of Wildlife. 28 pp. Ill. Soft covers. A technical brochure but would be of interest if you were actually going to hunt in Nevada. $ 50.00
116. Whelen, T.  HUNTING BIG GAME: An anthology of true and thrilling adventures. 1946 PA 339 and 282 pp. (2 vol set) AFRICA AND ASIA and IN THE AMERICAS. Selections from the best and rarest big game hunting books: Sir Samuel Baker, FC Selous, WC Oswell, A Neumann, St George Littledale and FV Kirby. VG+ set. DJ on vol 1 appears to have been split at one time but is complete, dj on vol 2 vg+. TWO book postage applies.  

$ 200.00

117. Whistler, H.  IN THE HIGH HIMALAYAS  1924 London first ed. 223 pp. Ill. Sport in the highest part of the Himalayas: blue sheep & ibex. Mention of other game but really a fine book on blue sheep. Deals extensively with the great horned game of the Lahul mountains and valleys. A very scarce title, we met the author's son years ago at a book fair and he said that only 500 copies of the orig. edition were printed! Lovely copy, near fine copy. Great collector copy.  

$ 1,500.00

a. another, 1995 SC Deluxe reprint, only 500 copies, bound in full genuine leather, slipcased, all edges gilt. As new in like slipcase.  

$ 275.00


$ 125.00

119. Wykes, A.  SNAKE MAN THE STORY OF C J P IONIDES  1961 NY 1st Amer ed. 271 pp. Ill. If you like hunting mambas and man-eaters (and even an okapi) this is a most enjoyable book. 2 pp appendix of rare mammals hunted by author. Owner's last initial stamped on front endpapers. VG in like dj. Pages yellowed, otherwise a nice tight copy.  

$ 80.00

120. Young, G.  ALASKAN TROPHIES WON AND LOST  1928 MA True FIRST edition. 248 pp., ill. Arduous trip by 3 hunters into the Alaskan interior and the Yukon after all the game offered. They took nearly 70 great trophies and managed to escape only with their lives. A FANTASTIC book on Alaska-Yukon game. More hunting here than in most other books. Well written, great photos. And this is a superb collector copy. Fine condition, AND from the library of William Nicholas Beach (author of In the Shadow of Mount McKinley) and Samuel B. Webb of Boone & Crockett fame. Two great associations. This is the first time we have ever listed a first edition in any of our catalogues.  

$ 3,000.00

POSTAGE RATES:

US: UPS $15.00 first book, $9.00 each additional book, special postage for large format/heavy books: $18.00

USPS Priority Mail $18.00 first book, $9.00 each additional book, special postage for large format/heavy books: $20.00

Media Mail (orders $500.00 and under) $8.00 first book, $4.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format books:$10.00

Canada: $38.00 first book, $20.00 each additional book. Special postage for large format/heavy books: $45.00

Note: USPS Priority Mail to all foreign countries is very, very slow due to COVID-19. Until things improve all foreign shipments, except Canada, will be via FedEx or other courier service of your choosing. Prices quoted for specific orders.

SPECIAL ITEM:

121. Kuhnert, Wilhelm  LION AND LIONESS original etching. Wilhelm Kuhnert, who painted during the late 1800s and early 1900s, is considered one of the greatest animal painters ever. He produced a number of etchings, virtually all of which are highly sought after to this date. A very attractive lion and lioness surveying their domain. #10 of only sixty numbered and signed etchings. Ref. plate 131, page 176 in The Animal Art of Wilhelm Kuhnert. Image size 6.5 x 9. Plate size 6.75 x 9. Double matted. 13.875 x 15.5. A really lovely ornate carved wood frame in sculpted wood. 18.625 x 20.25. Excellent art provenance. Additional postage required (especially for outside the US).  

$6,000.00
Section 2 NEW BOOKS FROM OTHER PUBLISHERS—images and longer descriptions are on our website.

201. HUNTING THE AFRICAN BUFFALO By Peter Flack  
You can argue about which animal is the most dangerous, most glamorous, rarest, etc. But what you cannot argue about is the fact the African Cape buffalo hunting is the favorite dangerous big game animal among hunters, and the other African buffalo species are popular to hunt as well. Peter Flack has brought together everything there is to know about hunting the African buffalo (all subspecies). In this monumental work, 480-pages, 700+ color & b/w pictures, there are articles from hunters of yesteryear and top professional and amateur hunters of today. There are even chapters on guns and clothing. Of the 30 articles by today’s top professionals 28 have been written especially for this book. The Who’s who of this author contributor list includes: Robin Hurt, Don Cowie, Rudy Lubin, Jeff Rann, John Oosthuizen, Jason Roussos and more. Well known hunters from earlier times include Selous, Taylor, Findlay, Christy, Temple-Perkins, Kirby. By having articles from past and present times, the reader can see how things have changed, or how they have remained the same. All of Flack’s limited edition books have been sellouts. Trade editions of his works are nicely designed, well produced and garner much praise. Before long they too will be available only on the secondary market. Large format—extra postage. Standard Edition: 1,000 copies, never to be reprinted. $125.00

202. Sharp, John  
FACING DOWN FEAR 2018 South Africa Signed numbered limited slipcased ed. Only 500 copies, of which 250 copies sold in six weeks after arriving in the US! 336 pp, profuse color ill. John is one of today’s most respected PHs. He has great stories to tell, and knows how to tell them. One magazine editor said: If there is one person I would suggest spending a day with in the bush before you or he exits this planet, it would be John Sharp. For over 40 years in seven African countries John has successfully guided a variety of hunting clients. And Robin Hurt says that as a professional John is in a league of his own. You don’t want to miss this book. NEW. Large format—extra postage. $250.00

203. Denker, Kai-Uwe  
"It is said that the elephant embodies the spirit of the African wilderness, that no tract of country is truly wild if there are no elephants in it."

Kai-Uwe Denker is one of Africa’s most successful elephant hunters and a former President of the Namibia Professional Hunters Association. He is also a noted author. About the Spirit of the African Wilderness is both a fascinating book on hunting the African elephant, and a story of trophy elephant hunting as a means of conservation. It deals with hunting old elephant bulls mainly in Namibia’s northern Kalahari (where the big bulls roam) and where hunting is done in the vastness of a pristine, pathless wilderness and on foot. Kai-Uwe talks about tracking, equipment, and other issues relevant to elephant hunting. These are not hunts from yesteryear. Virtually all hunting in this book has been done within the past twenty years! These engrossing stories take place within our collective recent memory. And the trophy photos, again all from recent hunting seasons, give testimony that Kai-Uwe Denker knows how to hunt these big-tusked trophy elephants. The book starts with an impressive day amidst the vast African wilds (a great hunting story), covers the game fields of the Dark Continent, talks about the elephant as a game animal, the fine art of tracking (including recognizing tracks of young and old elephant bulls), the spell of ivory, elephant hunting and much more. In the not too distant future, this book will stand alongside the Neumann, Stigand, and Sutherland books as one of the great classics on trophy elephant hunting, albeit from a more recent time period. We read about early hunters who took big ivory, but in more recent times, there is no one who comes close to Kai-Uwe Denker in describing so many successful hunts for big ivory. Only a limited number of English language copies available. Order early. Large format postage. $160.00
Some of our previously published limited editions: All limited to 1,000 numbered copies. Signed by authors. Please visit our website to read about all 30 publications still in print.

Books by Professional Hunters

301. Fick, Pete  **CUT TO THE CHASE**  2012 CA. 282 pp, 143 COLOR ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Zimbabwe is one of Africa’s best known big game hunting destinations and Pete Fick is one of her best known PHs. Pete’s philosophy is definitely “cut to the chase,” focus on what is important and get results. He’s also culled over 1,000 elephants, plus buffalo, lion and leopard. He’s hunted Chewore, Matetsi, Ngamo, Kazuma, Save Valley and recently the amazing Bubye Valley Conservancy. Most of the stories are about hunting dangerous game. As Barrie Duckworth told us, Pete has several nicknames. One is “Gasi,” meaning blood because Pete is always happy when there’s blood in the back of his hunting truck. The other is “tsetsere,” or honey badger, because Pete is stubborn tenacious and always willing to go the distance. $125.00

302. Hallamore, Lou and Woods, Bruce  **CHUI! A guide to hunting the African Leopard**  2011 CA Almost 250 pages, 135 black & white photographic ill. 5 drawings. Limited trade ed. of 2,000 copies. A leopard does not change its spots. It’s the master hunter of the African bush, and it’s never predictable. Experience, there’s no substitute for it in any form of hunting. But when matching wits with the leopard, experience is priceless. Chui! Offers a chance to get to know this great, unpredictable game animal up close & personal and to benefit from the hard earned savvy of one of the most experienced professionals in the business. There has never been another book like Chui! Trade edition back in print by overwhelming demand. $ 75.00

303. de Lima, Jorge Alves  **Chasing the Horizon Hunting in East Africa and India**  2010 CA. 8.5 x 11 inches. 278 pages, 257 photographs. Brian Herne said about Jorge: “There has never been a hunter anywhere in Africa, at any time, who has ever come close to matching his exploits in so many different countries.” De Lima described Tanganyika as a hunter’s paradise, a “hidden and distant dot on the map capable of protecting any mortal imbued with the spirit of adventure from the bitter realities of the present.” Those were the days when safaris were conducted without telephone or tarmac. Jorge had many secret hideaways, far off the beaten track, where there was hardly a track to follow, where clients hunted successfully for the big five and more. DeLima could have been and done anything, but he chose to spend the 20 prime years of his life years hunting big game in Africa. Hunting with clients mainly in Tanzania with a small section on hunting in India. Large format—extra postage. $150.00

304. de Lima, Jorge Alves  **In the Company of Adventure**  2006 CA 335 pp., 159 photographic illustrations, 9 colored maps, index. 8.5 x 11 inches. In 1948 Jorge “got married” to Africa and never looked back. For nowhere else but in her trackless wastes could a young man quench his thirst for grand adventure. His quest for hunting big game made playgrounds of continents, rivulets of oceans and a nutshell of heaven’s vaulted dome. In 1948, Jorge went to Africa and for the next 20+ years he traveled and hunted in 8 countries (including Mozambique, Zambia, CAR, Sudan, Angola) as a hunter, professional hunter, ivory hunter, explorer and founder of two safari companies (in Mozambique and Angola). Werner von Alvensleben named his second Mozambique camp after Jorge (de Lima camp). Whether hunting elephants, buffalo, lion, leopard, rhinoceros, bongo or plains game, Jorge is one of a very few who could capture the excitement, challenge and joys of hunting Africa’s big game. To all like-minded men and women who venture into blank spaces on the African gameland map, to be confronted with challenges from nature and animals, this book is dedicated. Large format—extra postage. $150.00

305. Miller, Gerard  **Lives of a Professional Hunting Family** Foreword by Danny McCallum. Contributions by Gerard Ambrose. 2003 CA 303 pp., 230 black & white photographic illustrations. 8.5 x11 inches. From the foreword, “Frank Miller was one of those legendary adventurers and professional hunters with uncanny bush skills who opened and explored vast big game hunting areas. Elsie Miller was formidable with a rifle and an expert tracker. Gerard Miller is considered one of the finest natural hunters of the current hunting era who has honed his skills over the past thirty years…and if you think you have discovered a new piece of hunting country, do not kid yourself, Gerard has already been there.” Gerard Miller, one of today’s most popular and respected PHs in Tanzania has both a natural hunting ability as well as a keen eye for a good trophy. Look at the photos in his book. There are more stories about hunting the big five than in most other books. $150.00

306. Montvoisin, Robert J.  **Professional Hunter: Along the Roads to Adventure** 2002 CA 284pp., 226 photographic illustrations. 8.5 x 11 inches. Among the cast of characters that played a part in the growth of big game hunting in Central (and East) Africa, Robert Montvoisin is one of the stars. His involvement, over an amazing almost 60 years—40 of them as a professional—in 8 countries (Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Cameroon, Zambia, Tanzania, Kenya and Morocco) rivals the careers of any PH in Africa. He was one of the first to hunt Africa in her golden era and one of the last to experience the joys of hunting when phenomenal game populations existed. Elephant, lion, leopard, buffalo, bongo and Lord Derby eland—from the forest galleries to the savannas, desert and lake regions. $135.00

307. Holmberg, Andrew  **Out in Africa: The Extraordinary Life and Times of Andrew Holmberg** Foreword by Tony Dyer. 2000 CA. Over 300pp. Over 200 photographs (over 128 full pages of photos). 8.5 x 11 inches. He grew up with the likes of Phil Percival, Bror Blixen and Eric Rundgren. His company, the legendary Selby & Holmberg Safaris took out Robert Ruark. Andrew Holmberg holds the record for the greatest number of 100-pound PLUS elephants. SIXTY THREE taken for family, friends and clients, not counting many that were almost 100 pounds. From the beginning, Holmberg recognized the potential of the harsh Northern Frontier District of Kenya when foot safari blocks were created. He took light loads in because he was going to have heavy tusk and lots of other trophies to take out. His personal best on elephant: 141 pounds per side; his best buffalo: 58 inches! Andrew consistently pioneered hunting new areas. Exceptional trophies were his typical results. In East African professional hunting history, no other individual has been given undisputed credit for so many number one accomplishments. Andrew Holmberg has led a “larger than life” life. $ 135.00
308. LeNoel, Christian  On Target: History and Hunting in Central Africa 1999 CA 256pp. Almost 135 photographic illustrations. 7x10 inches. While noted elephant hunters have made areas like Karamojo, Oubangu-Chari, and Aouk River well known, no writer has ever produced a book on the history and hunting of these regions. LeNoel is an experienced professional hunter, and a good writer. Bongo, Lord Derby eland, dwarf buffalo, etc. are found only in these remote, hard to penetrate Central African regions. Those who hunt here had to be hardy...because the game and the country demanded 100%. Stories of intrepid hunters, clients, and others in remote areas, keeping their “rifles in the bush” always ready for meeting a 100-pounder, etc. A superb book on big game in Central Africa with stories of hunting man-killers, rogues, 100-pound tuskers and record book trophies. $ 85.00


Books by Sport Hunters and Professional Writers

310. Bricker, Don  JUST ALONG FOR THE RIDE 2012 CA 335 pp, 159 Color ill, 8.5 x 11 inches. Ltd to 1,000 signed, numbered copies. Foreword by Mike Bartlett. Intro by Craigh Hamman. Don Bricker is on every PH’s list of favorite clients. He’s an enthusiastic hunter whose many accomplishments in the big game hunting field make for great reading (and he’s an accomplished writer as well). Most of the book is about hunting in Africa (lots of dangerous game), but Don has been to Europe, Asia, Australia, and made many hunts in North America (lots of sheep hunting). He enjoys the thrill of the hunt, the solitude, and challenges of the chase. The journey, he finds, often provides more memories than the destination. You meet all kinds of people in life; Don is the kind that makes you happy you selected the same road he travelled on. $ 125.00

Finally, a bibliography of African big game hunting books for readers & collectors and sportsmen and women.

311. Czech, Dr. K.  AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AFRICAN BIG GAME HUNTING BOOKS 1785 to 1999 2011 CA 311 pp, 32 colored ill. Whether you’re interested in old classics or modern ones, whether you want to read about Tanganyika or Tanzania, Rhodesia or Zimbabwe, Northern Rhodesia or Zambia, there are literally hundreds of books described to whet your big game hunting reading appetite. This updated, vastly expanded version of Ken’s first book—nearly DOUBLE the number of entries—includes books by hunters, pioneers, explorers & settlers. From the first stalwart individuals who ventured to Africa, to more recent groups of intrepid sportsmen who trod game paths across the dark continent, virtually all who told of their efforts in book form (prior to 2000) are represented here. Essential for collectors, dealers, and armchair safari enthusiasts. $85.00
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DRUMS OF THE MORNING by Wayne Grant

2020 Zimbabwe. 589 pages, hundreds of color illustrations + black and white drawings

What makes a good lion hunter? He is experienced, knowledgeable, perceptive, patient, principled, persevering, loves adventure, appreciates wildlife, willing to learn, and organized. Wayne Grant possesses all of these traits. And as a professional hunter who is also an author he has the ability to write well. With over 40 years’ professional hunting experience, Wayne Grant (author of Into the Thorns) has given us a second exceptional book to read, enjoy and learn from. DRUMS OF THE MORNING is about hunting lions (and other game, especially Cape buffalo) in Tanzania, Zimbabwe and South Africa. He has culled from his experience the most interesting hunts and relates them to the reader in such a way as you are drawn along on the hunt.

Wayne grew up in Zimbabwe and from an early age knew his life would be spent outdoors. After school and military service, he entered the big game hunting arena both working with or for others, eventually forming his own company. Whether his clients had a lot of prior experience or were novice hunters, Wayne always managed to obtain good quality specimens of the desired trophies. Of course sometimes things don’t always go as planned, (when you ask yourself, “What the hell am I doing here in the first place?”), that is when the experienced professional hunter knows what has to be done and how to do it. The stories in DRUMS OF THE MORNING will show how rewarding it can be when you finally get that trophy of a lifetime.

For some reading this, lion hunting stories will bring back memories of the sounds and silence of lion hunting. For others it will evoke the kind of emotions that make you want to go on a lion hunt. And for the armchair adventurer reading through these stories will get your adrenaline going. The Lion, the King of Beasts, has always fascinated man, and stories about lion hunting have always been eagerly read. The thrills and pleasure one gets from reading about these lion hunts will live on long after you have closed the pages of this book. After all, a lion is one of the most formidable, dangerous, and intimidating adversaries. Through the exciting pages of DRUMS OF THE MORNING, you will come along on some very memorable adventures indeed.

By the time you are reading this, Trophy Room Books will have completed 50 years of specialized selling big game hunting books. We can confidently say that this is one of the best Africa hunting, lion hunting books you will read, reread, and recommend to your fellow hunters or book collectors. $ 130.00